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FACTORS UNDERLYING VISUAL SEARCH PERFORMANCE 

John H. Taylor 

INTRODUCTION 

Visual search may be regarded as a special case of image evaluation, In this case the image may be 

a primary one in  real object space and time or it may be derived from some secondary or intermediate 

imagery or display in real time or with time either compressed or expanded or, as in the case of a photo- 

graphic display, frozen. Before image evaluation can occur, it i s  necessary that the object be detected, 

that is, i t  must be sufficiently different from the background in  which i t  i s  embedded so that the observer 

becomes aware of i ts  presence. The needed differences between object and background may be based upon 

luminance contrast, color contrast, size, shape, texture, movement, and temporal characteristics. 

Sometimes, although rarely, we may be interested only in the detection of presence of the object, as in  

the case of searching for an aircraft against the clear sky at very high altitude. In this instance, the de- 

tection of any object at a l l  is l ikely to be sufficient for our needs, since it i s  almost certainly an aircraft, 

almost certainly not a bicycle. Clearly, in this example simple detection i s  equated with successful 

search, and the image does not need to be evaluated because it has, in a sense, been pre-processed be- 

fore the search task was undertaken. While most search problems are much more complicated, i t  may be 

said that the example just given i s  a limiting case, since before any higher-order discriminations and de- 

cisions may be made, detection must obviously have occurred. 

Most search problems involve one or more discriminations of a higher order than does the one just 

mentioned. An example of the most complicated search task may be found in the case of low-altitude re- 

connaissance for mil i tary targets, where the problem is  complicated by properties of the terrain, or "ground 

clutter", by the fact that the targets may be partial ly hidden or camouf laged, and by the presence of de- 

coys. A l l  objects in  the f ie ld of view may he easily detectable, but the observer must evaluate his visual 

images in terms of extremely subtle differences. There are all degrees of complexity between these 

extremes. 



I t  i s  clear that  search depends, therefore, not only upon man's ab i l i t y  t o  detect objects, but a lso upon 

some act of information rejection. To identify an aircraft against the sky is,  i n  th is  sense, simple. To 

commit a weapon with the required confidence that the target is .mi l i ta ry  rather than c iv i l ian ,  real rather 
than a decoy, or host i le rather than fr iendly, i s  not simple. The images, whether directly received or pro- 

vided by optical and electronic intermediary devices, must be evaluated i n  increasingly subtle ways. In 

th is  paper I would l i ke  to  discuss some of the ~ ~ n d e r i y i n g  factors in the search process which both fac i l i -  

tate and l im i t  man's capabil i ty t o  evaluate h i s  images. The factors i n  question are o f  three general sorts: 

I .  The properties of the human visual system 

II. The properties o f  the objects and their backgrounds 

l l  I .  The properties of the environment 

Within each of these categories we w i l l  f i n d  both stat ic  and dynamic factors. 

THE HUMAN VISUAL SYSTEM 

I t  i s  neither necessary nor possible t o  give a detai led description of the visual system to  th is  group 

and i n  the t ime available. I should l ike,  instead, to  emphasize certain factors which are direct ly related 

to  search, w i th  the understanding that nearly any aspect of the visual process may have some bearing on 

the problem. Also, as we shall see, much i s  known about the simpler kinds of search activity, so that it 

may be possible to  f i nd  some causal relationships between the capabi l i t ies of the system and the perform- 

ance of the task.  Final ly ,  because o f  the structure of today's program, I w i l l  not attempt to  discuss those 

aspects of the v isual  process which are l i ke l y  to  be  presented in greater detai l  and much more competently 

by Dr. Gould and Mr. Bloomfield. In order to  bring us al l  to  a common level of understanding, and i n  the 

interest of fac i l i ta t ing  communication, we must f i rs t  recognize certain facts about the structure and func- 

t ion  of the v isual  apparatus. 

Gross Anatomy 

The vuhole visual system properly includes not only the eyes, the neural pathways, the cortex, and the 

musculature which causes the eyes to  move, but also a number of very subtle feedback loops and move- 

ments of the head and body. In the s impl ist ic  treatment of the system made here, however, we are only 

concerned wi th detai ls  i n  the case of the structure and sensi t iv i ty  of the  retina and in the optical and 

muscular dynamics of the inside and the outside of the eyes themselves. 

THE GLOBE 

Figure 1 schematically shows the principal parts o f  one eye. I t  i s  an extremely compact optical de- 

vice, which by some very sophisticated methods of coding, enables one to  discriminate l ight, shape, size, 
color, distance, movement, and other properties o f  objects i n  the external world. A l l  th is  i t  i s  able to do 

over a tremendous range o f  ambient condit ions, and through the use of an attached power supply which 
keeps it operating for around 70 years i n  the typical  case. Most humans come equipped with two of these 

devices, which not only implies a spare but  actually enables certain operations which would be impossible 
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Fig.  1 .  Schrxmwt~c cutaway d r a w n g  of the r ~ g h t  eye,  showng  the extraocular musculature and the  
c s s r n t ~ a l s  of the  optlcal  system. (From Webb, P. (ed.) Bioastronautics Data Book. NASA 
Publicat ton SP-3006, 1964) 

with only one. The production problems have been solved so wel l  that we are currently i n  per i l  of over- 

production 

Light  from the object f i rs t  impinges on the cornea, where i t  i s  refracted owing to  the higher refractive 

index of the curved corneal surface. It passes through the adjustable i r is ,  or pupil ,  and i s  further refract- 

ed by the lens, so that, in a perfect eye, the image i s  sharply focussed on the retina, provided that the 

combined power of the lens and cornea are appropriate to the object distance and that the i r i s  i s  not so 

small that diffraction effects become severe nor so large that the spherical aberration of the system be- 

comes a problem. 

THE RETINA 

The retina i s  a highly special ized structure, as may be seen in Figure 2. For our pilrposes we shall 

consider only the layer which contains the actual photoreceptors which convert l ight  into neural signals 

which are appropriately encoded and transmitted along the optical pathways to the brain. The photorecep- 

tors are, i n  man, of two general types, usually cal led rods and cones. The cones, in turn, are almost 

certainly o f  three types, at  the  very least, wi th different but  overlapping spectral sensi t iv i t ies which en- 

able the  appreciation of color. The cones are most abundant in t l ie retinal region centered around the 

visual axis, and in the immediate area o f  the f ixation point there i s  a part o f  the retina known as the fovea, 

where rods are completely absent, the cones are elongated and closely packed, and where the other layers 

of the retina are suppressed and there i s  no interfering vascular tree. For these reasolis tlie fovea i s  the 

part o f  the retina which enjoys the best  color  v is ion and the best visual acuity. Outward from the fovea, 

as may be seen in Figure 3, the number of cones per uni t  of area diminishes rapidly, whi le the density of 

the rods increases to  a maximum and then fa l l s  again toward the edges o f  the visual f ie ld .  Each of these 

two kinds of receptors has i t s  own area of special ization. The cones are good for the appreci'ition of f ine 
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detai l  in the region of the fovea, and for the discrimination of color. On the other hand, they are capable 

of functioning only at re lat ively high levels of luminance (10 :' f t - L  and above), so that both visual acuity 

and color v is ion are severely disabled when night-time condit ions prevail .  Furthermore, because the cones 

are concentrated near the foveal center, both visual acuity and color discrimination are reduced as the 

peripheral f i e ld  i s  approached. 

The rods, on the other hand, are special ists i n  low-level operations, being capable of useful work down 

to  levels of about lo-' f t -L .  Although the retina as a whole contains a great many more rods than cones 

(125 ni i l l ion rods; 7 mi l l ion cones), because of the manner of their connection to  the optic nerve and the 

relatively huge sol id angle involved, visual acuity in the rod-rich portions of the fovea i s  relative1 y poor, 

and no color vision i s  possible. 

MUSCULAR MECHANISMS 

There are muscle systems both inside and outside of the eyes, and although i t  i s  obvious that the ex- 

t r insic muscles which cause the eyes to  move about during the search process are of great importance, the 

systenis wi th in the globe are too. The intr insic muscle systems in  man are of two sorts; the c i  I i  ary mus- 

cle, which causes the shape of the lens to change and thus to  adjust the focus of the eye to  near and far 

objects, and the muscles of the i r i s  which by opening or c losing the pupi I, exert some control over the a- 

mount of l ight  reaching the retina. The two inner systems react upon each other and wi th the extraocular 

mc~scle system as wel l .  For example, when the two eyes are moved so as to  converge the two optic axes 

upolr a nearby object there i s  an accompanying relaxation of the c i l ia ry  muscle which thickens the lens 

and a concomitant diminution of the s ize of the pupil lary aperture. 

Visual Fields 

At  any instant in t ime the effective visual f ie ld  for two eyes i s  as shown in Figure 4. The outer l im i t s  

of the f ie ld  of view are set by the shape and optical properties of the eye and by the way in which the eye 

k'ig. 4 .  I.inlil s t ~ l ' t h c  hiirc~(.ul;l~. v i s u t ~ l  f i c ~ l ~ 1 .  
(1''rorn \Vchl), P., o l ) .  ( . i t .  ) 



Fig. 5. 'I'hr i'ield o t 'v icw of tlic right eye ,  showing 
thc. limits of' c-olor disvrimtnation for sonlt, 
csolors. T h e s r  will change, h o w c v ~ r ,  1vit.h 
c-hmgcs in 1umint1nc.v and s i ze  of the 1 t.st 
patch. (From Boring, E.G. et  al. Founda- 
tions of Psychology, Wiley, Ntlw York, 
1948). 

i s  mounted i n  the head. This figure, however, suggests the absolute functional geometric l imi t  of the  sta- 

t i c  case; as we have already indicated, there are signif icant local variations i n  visual function. One ex- 

ample has been given, that of color discrimination, and Figure 5 shows the outer angular l imi ts which have 
been found by  experiment for some representative colors. That acuity fa l ls  o f f  wi th increasing distance i s  

wel l  known, and i n  Figure 6 i s  shown the general form of that relationship, for the high-luminance case. 

I t  i s  obvious that best vision, at  high and moderate luminance levels occurs at  the center of the v isual  

f ie ld.  The human observer, having detected an object of possible interest i n  the peripheral retinal image, 

responds almost automatically by redirecting h is  eyes so that the image i s  swept into the region of the two  

foveas. At  very low luminance levels, conversely, he i s  wel l  advised to  avert h i s  gaze so as t o  put the 

image on the rod-rich part of the retinas, although th is  is ,  for untrained observers at least, a response 

which must be learned. 
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Eye Movements 

The extraocular muscles permit eye movements in the usual sense. The movements may be  voluntal-y, 

i n  which case their goal i s  to search and scan the visual f ie ld  and then to  posit ion the image most advan- 

tageously. These voluntary movements may be angularly large and coupled wi th head and body movements, 

as i n  the search process, through to  very small angles, on the order of a few minutes of arc, when they 

serve to  maintain f ixation once the object  has been located. Other eye movements are quite involuntary, 

and i n  the nornlal case small and rapid. I t  i s  th is  sort o f  movement which we now believe to  be essential 

for the visual process, for when they are experimentally damped out v is ion i s  seriously interfered wi th .  

For our purposes, however, we w i l l  consider only coordinated binocular eye movements, performed under 

voluntary control, and mediated by the extraocular muscle system. 

Visual Function 

Before proceeding to  some of the experimental f indings regarding the actual search process, it i s  in-  

structive to  review certain aspects of v isual  function which underly i t .  A tremendous amount of work has 

been done in  the past century on the basic variables of the visual stimulus which affect seeing, and, 

indeed, the foundations of what i s  now known as visual science were l a id  in the mid-nineteenth century by 

the two German intel lectual giants Helmholtz and Fechner. Although the methods of experimentation have 

become ever more elaborate and quantitat ive, the basic objectives of psychophysics remains the same, to  

relate physical properties of the stimulus to  the sensory effects they produce. In the visual realm the 

properties of the stimulus which are o f  greatest concern are i t s  size, i t s  luminance and chromatic con- 

trasts against i t s  background, i t s  shape, i t s  duration, and the rate and extent of any relative motion in- 

volved. Since much of the best recent data have come from experiments in which luminance contrast has 

been the 'dependent variable, i t  i s  we l l  a t  th is  point t o  define contrast as we w i l l  be using the term. In 

the simple case of a uniformly luminous stimulus seen on a uniformly luminous background, the contrast i s  

defined as the difference between the luminance of the stimulus, Bt, and the luminance of the background, 

B, divided by the luminance of the background. Thus, 

This, incidental ly, i s  a somewhat different definit ion of contrast from that used by  photographers and 

others, and i n  visual science there i s  a good reason for i t s  use, It can be seen that stimuli l ighter than 

the background can vary i n  contrast between zero and inf in i ty,  and that st imuli darker than the background 

can vary between zero and minus one. It has been found in  a number of studies, notably those done at  the 

Tiffany Foundation and reported i n  1946, by Blackwell ( I ) ,  that over a wide range o f  conditions pos i t i ve  

and negative contrast st imuli of the same numerical value are about equally detectable, irrespective of 

sign. (This relationship does not ho ld  for large stimuli at very low luminances.) A useful simplifying 

finding, reported by Macadam in 1949(6), has been that color differences are relat ively unimportant ifl the 

case of v isual  t l (~ lcc . l ion  i f  the luminance differences are sufficient. This i s  not t o  say that color i s  not 

important for many visual discriminations, just that in i t ia l  detection of a stimulus seems generally to  be 

based upon luminance differences; only when these become small does color help i n  the detection process. 

The two f indings mentioned above have had, for better or worse, a far-reaching effect on the conduct 

of research on v isual  detection i n  the Uni ted States. They suggest, obviously, that one can most ef f ic-  

ient ly study the detection process by working wi th  achromatic (or  more properly, polychromatic) targets 

which are brighter than their also achromatic backgrounds. In v iew of the  tremendous number of experi- 



ments which need to be done in order properly to investigate the influence of size, duration, background 

luminance, position in the f ield, and so on, experimenters have been glad enough to be freed from the ad- 

ditional permuting parameters of color and contrast sign. Much of the data which I shall present wi l l ,  of 

necessity, relate to the detection process, since i t  i s  the process which has been most exhaustively in- 

vestigated and because detection i s  generally agreed to be the simplest kind of visual discrimination - 

the forerunner of higher-order processes such as recognition, identification, and, ultimately, decision- 

making. During the past few months an effort has been made to bring together the best available data re- 

garding visual detection, from several laboratories, in hopes of emerging with a highly consistent and use- 

ful ly quantitative set of tables and curves which represent our best current information (4). Most of the 

data used are thorough, systematic, and statistically elegant. In a few cases, they are, to paraphrase 

E. 0. Hulburt, the result of interpolation, extrapolation, and exasperation. I do not believe, however, that 

we have knowingly done violence to the facts. 

CONTRAST DISCRIMINATION 

The data of contrast discrimination refer to the very simple case of uniform circular stimuli seen 

against extended, uniformly luminous backgrounds. The location of the stimulus is, in this case, known 

exactly, as i s  i ts  time of occurrence. Thus, the data may be said to  represent the zero-probability case in 

the context of visual search. This does not mean, however, that the data cannot be applied to the problem 

of search, to the case of non-circular objects, or non-uniform objects and backgrounds, or to moving stim- 

u l i .  There are techniques for making these conversions, but with quite variable degrees of confidence. In 

complicated situations i t  i s  generally much safer to perform specific experiments rather than to attempt to  

convert the data from these simple situations. ( I  w i l l  not dwell upon this point now, but I hope that oppor- 
tunity w i l l  arise during the symposium for some discussion of the whole problem of so-called "field- 

factors" .) 

The f i rst  set of data comes from experiments in which viewing time was essentially unlimited, and the 

observers were allowed to use whatever part of their visual f ie ld they found most advantageous, that is, 

fixation was uncontrolled. These data, which are shown in Figure 7 actually come from two studies, sep- 

arated by a continent in  space and nearly two decades in time, but with essentially identical psychometric 

methods and simi lar populations of observers. The basic data come from the Tiffany studies already al- 

luded to, and represent approximately 90 000 observations in the range of target sizes between 0.6 min to  

6 degrees of arc. Additional data from the Visibi l i ty Laboratory (1 1, 12) have extended the data to  very 

large stimuli, and are based upon a total of 21 000 observations. The values of threshold contrast indi- 

cated are those required for 50% detection. The same data have been replotted in Figure 8 and here may 

be seen the discontinuities which correspond to  the functional shift from cone to rod receptor populations 

as the background luminance i s  reduced. 

Clearly, i n  practical search situations inspection of the stimulus i s  not of unlimited duration. The 
eyes tend constantly to move, and as we shall see later, the average duration of a single f ixation i s  about 

one-third of a second. Exhaustive studies have been made of the effect of exposure time, but i n  the con- 

text of visual search, the 0.33 sec case i s  of greatest interest in most instances. The data from such 

studies are shown in  Figure 9. In this case, the object l ies at the foveal center. The figure and i t s  com- 

panion ones for different exposure times* manage to combine data from eight experiments and represents a 

total of 436 000 observations by a total of 33 observers. 

* Data for exposure times of 1, 1/2, 115, 1/10, 1/30, 1'100, 11300, and 1/1000 second have been plotted in the 
report hy Blackwell and Taylor (4) ,  just now being published. 
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Off-axis viewing i s  much less wel l  known, and i s  currently under study at  our Laboratory and else- 

where. Only four studies w i l l  be reviewed here. The f i rs t  of these was done by Blackwell and Moldauer 

(3)  and was l imited to  the case of point-source ( 1  arc minute) exposed against various background lumin- 

ances for 1/100 second. The data, representing 368 250 observations b y  two observers are shown i n  Fig- 

ure 10. 

A recent study by Taylor (13) conducted a t  high luminance and with a constant exposure time of 113 

second, showed the effect of varying target size at various locations i n  the near periphery, i.e., out t o  

12.5'. The data are shown in  Figure 11, and to  the degree that search i s  conducted at daytime levels and 

wi th in the central 15' cone, these data are probably most germane t o  the search situation. Approximately 

768 000 observations by four observers are represented. Another study, by Blackwell and Markert (2 )  i s  

entirely analogous, although they used exposures of 1/100 second and a lower background luminance. As 

may be seen in  Figure 12, there i s  a two to  three log cyc le  increase in  required contrast and a not unex- 

pected change in  the shape of the curves ( 3  observers; 35, 350 observations). Most recently we have 

studied (10) the special case of detection of targets of varying s ize exposed for 113 second and centered 

on a point 205away from the visual axis on the horizontal meridian. These data are shown in Figure 13. 
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Fig. 12. Threshold contrast in various parts of the visual field for 0.01 sec. flashes a s  a 
function of target size. (Ref. 4). 
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The data of the foregoing Figures, it w i l l  be recalled, refer to very simple stimuli and backgrounds, 

with location, time and size known exactly, and limited t o  colorless targets. In the studies where stim- 

ulus location was varied, azimuthal differences in sensit ivity were found. The pattern of these differences, 

however, appears to vary between individual observers and even between conditions for the same observer 

and I do not believe that we yet have enough data to make sense of this seemingly capricious effect. Fin- 

ally, i t  must be emphasized that the detection data are of limited but definite value in  the prediction of 

search probabilities. They are appropriate to  the case of in i t ia l  target acquisition under the simplest of 

stimulus conditions only, and may be applied to more complex circumstances in many, but by no means a l l  

cases of concern. 

Search in Real Situations 

Two avenues are open to  the investigator interested in  actual problems of search. He may use the ma- 

terials and conditions of the real environment, either by f ie ld tr ia ls or by simulations, or he may t ry  to ab- 

stract those features of the task which he believes to  be important and then perform laboratory studies in 

which these parameters are examined. The former class of study tends to be expensive and time- 

consuming, and the results obtained can very rarely be generalized to  other problems. The latter class i s  

generally productive of data which may give insights into the operational importance of the parameters 

studied, but which may or may not be generalizable to other conditions. In the context of this symposium 

it i s  proper to  review at least a few studies of the second type. The examples I have chosen are not in- 

tended to be definit ive ones, but they illustrate possible modes of experimental attack, and have resulted 

in  data which clearly point up the importance of some of the variables which influence the search process. 

OCULOMOTOR ACT1 VlTY 

A study by White and Ford (15) of simulated radar search measured eye movements by electro-oculo- 

graphic means. The background was a 30° circular f ie ld  without luminance gradients, and a single tar- 

get was used. The target could appear anywhere in  the field, and f ive seconds were allowed for search. 

The results give some important insights into the use of the eyes in this sort of problem. Figure 14 shows 
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Fig. 14. The frequency with which various numbers of fixations were observed during five 
seconds' search of a 30° circular field. (Ref. 15). 



the frequency distribution of the number of f~xat ions made dur~ng the 5-second per~od.  Note that the aver- 
age fixation rate i s  3.1 per second. The dwell tirries were distributed as shown in Figure 15 with their 

mean value at 0.28 second, The average excursion length of the eyes i s  shown in Figure 16. For this 

special case (30" unstructured f ie ld,  free search) theaverage eye movement sweep amounted to 8.6 de- 

grees of arc. Another finding in  this study, but not shown in a figure, was that the fixations were largely 

made in an annulus about halfway between the center and the edge of the f ield. In all the data there were 

appreciable individual differences in  the searching process. 

N = I200 
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Fig. 15. Frequency distribution of  fixation times. (Ref. 15). 

N = 3254 
MEAN: 8.60 

EYE MOVEMENT IN DEGREES 

Fig. 16. Frequency distribution of observed eye movement extent in the study by 
White and Ford. (Ref. 15). 



SEARCH IN STRUCTURED Fl ELDS 

A number of laboratory studies have been made in  which the complexity of  the background was a vari- 

able, and against this variable have been permuted such things as target size and shape, color, and the 

use of cues. Of these many experiments we shall have time to mention only a few. S. W. Smith (9 )  has 

worked extensively on the time required for search in  complex abstract visual displays, and some of his 

results are well worth noting. The area to be searched was a 20' c i rc le with luminance 7.4 ft-L. Within 

this area he placed a variable number of brighter pseudotargets (Contrast = + 1.65 ini t ia l ly,  but later re- 

duced to study the contrast effect) which consisted of small circles subtending from 6 to 9 minutes of arc. 

The number of pseudotargets was varied from zero to 1024. The real targets were triangles, squares, pen- 

tagons, and hexagons of the same area and contrast as the pseudotargets. The results of varying the num- 

ber of pseudotargets i s  shown in Figure 17, which possibly contains no surprises, but which nicely corrob- 

orates the results found by other investigators. Target shapes most similar to  the circular pseudotargets 

were less easi l y  found, as i s  shown in Figure 18. When the contrast of the circular pseudo-targets i s  re- 

duced or when they are made smaller than the real target, the relationship apparently becomes curvi- 

linear. The effect of changing both contrast and size i s  shown in Figure 19. Smith suggests, and I agree, 
that targets which differ only in shape from the pseudotargets must be fixated foveal ly before they may be 

successfully discriminated, owing to the poor visual acuity in the peripheral f ie ld.  Targets which differ in 
size and/or contrast, however, can be differentiated further out in  the periphery. 

1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 512 1024 
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN DISPLAY 

Fig. 17. Svi~rtsh t ime ;IS function of number of elPments in display. Geometric means of four 
ot)sc~~.vc~rs '  mctliim searrh  times. Pseudo-targets same s i ze  and contrast a s  target. 
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Fig .  1 8  Search t ime as a function of number of pseudo-targztk for scvcr l l  t mget  shapcs .  (Ref.  9). 
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~ i ~ .  19. search time a s  a function of  s i z e  &-~nt r ; i s t  diffcrcnc.c bctwctan t;tl.gt1t s ;u l t l  

pseudo-targets .  (Ref. 9). 



CUES 

Most search situations are characterized by the presence o f  some sort of cues in the background. One 

looks for vehicles on roads, for ships on rivers or, at sea, at  the head of the wake. Smith refers to  a study 

in which the number and variety of cues were used as a variable. Figure 20 shows an array containing 512 

pseudotargets, one real target, and a cue, which i s  the rectangle, which happens to  be  very near the tar- 

get. Clearly, i n  th is  simple case the search t ime i s  very much reduced. In Figure 21 there are 16 cue 

symbols, a l l  of the same type. Again, we might expect search t ime to  be  reduced, but we have a feeling 

that i f  there were very many more cue symbols i n  the display th is  advantage might vanish. Figure 22 also 

contains 16 cue symbols but of four different types. I f  the observer i s  to ld  that the target i s  located near 

one of the cues, search time i s  reduced. The data from th is  study are shown in  Figure 23, which largely 

confirms our suspicions about the action of cues in regard to their numbers, but l ikewise shows the rather 

interesting resul t  that displays containing several different kinds of cues required longer search t imes than 

those wi th an equal number of identical cues. 

Fig. a. Display with one rectangular cue symbol. (Ref. 9). 



Fig. 21. Display with 16 cue symbols of the  same type. (Ref. 9). 

Fig .  22. Display with 16 cue symbols of four different types. (Ref.  9) .  
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Fig. 23. Search time as  a function of number of cue symbols and the number of symbol types. (Ref. 9). 

A somewhat related study by Shontz et a l .  (8)  investigated search in a map-reading problem. Color 

cues were used to  improve search t ime on standard aeronautical charts and upon achromatized ones. The 

cues were small colored c i rc les  attached to  the charts c lose t o  the checkpoints of interest. The colors 

were chosen for their good di scriminabi I i t y  i n  the near periphery. Their results are shown, in  part, i n  Fig- 

ure 24. It i s  evident that the use of color cues i s  advantageous in  th is  task, and that somewhat more gain 

i s  to  be had by using achromatic backgrounds. 

Linear cues, analogous to  roads and r ivers,  have been studied by Erickson (5) who used displays l i ke  

those shown in Figure 25. The pseudotargets were simple c i rc les,  and the real target was a broken c i r c l e  

l i ke  the well-known Laridolt r ing. The results are shown in  Figure 26 where it may be seen that the l inear 

cue effects a s igni f icant  reduction i n  search time, and also that the advantage i s  relat ively greater as the 

nurnber of pseudotargets becomes greater. 

Final ly, we are interested in  the influence of the s ize of the area which must b e  searched. For some 

data relat ing to  t h i s  problem, I have borrowed Figure 27 from an extensive study by Krendel and Wodinsky 

( 6 ) .  Search time appears to be a linear function of the area which must be searched. The upper curve i s  

for the time of detection of 75% of the targets, whi le the lower one shows the median times t o  target 

detection. 

This rather cursory review of some of the experimental approaches to studying the effects of various 

factors inherent in the target-background complex should not be taken to be def in i t ive.  Many other inves- 

t igators have done, and continue to  do, experiments in  th is  area. 



Fig. 24. M a p  coding by means of colored cues used on standard aeronautical charts and 
acromatized charts. (Ref. 8). 

Fig. 25. Linear cues used by Erickson. Arrows point to the targets. (Ref. 5). 
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Fig. 26. Search time a s  a function of number of elements in the field for conditions in  which a 
linear cue was absent or present. (Ref. 5). 

Fig. 27. Detection time as a function of the size 

of the area to be searched. (Ref. 6 ) .  



Environmental Factors 

The search process i s  influenced inevitably by the environmental conditions in which it i s  undertaken. 

In a very general sense i t  can be appreciated that adverse weather conditions or any other circumstance 

which tends to degrade the imagery, whether directly at the eye or indirectly through photographic or other 

sensor-display chains, w i l l  l ikewise degrade search performance. Because of the sensitivity characteris- 

t ics  of the eye already noted, i t  has been found that the concept of the "detection lobe" is useful in the 

quantitative treatment of search problems. A brief example must suffice. The observer may be considered 

to carry with him a kind of imaginary, somewhat onion-shaped envelope in space, a figure of revolution de- 

rived from the central and peripheral contrast sensitivity gradients of his eyes. Objects at any given range 

and direction w i l l  fa l l  either inside this lobe, in which case detection w i l l  be possible, or outside, where 

i t  w i l l  not be detected. The envelope i tsel f  i s  not hard-edged; that i s  to say, i t  may be drawn for any de- 

sired probability value. In the case of a downward-looking observer, the search probability and scanning 

procedures for best detection w i l l  be set by the intercept of this detection lobe and the ground plane. I f  

the observer i s  in an aircraft at, say, 5000 f t .  altitude, in most parts of the world the most obvious envi- 

ronmental factor w i l l  be the atmosphere. The effect of the absorption and scattering of l ight along the path 

of sight i s  always to reduce contrast, that is, to make the job more di f f icul t .  By the same token, it i s  as 

i f  the lobe size and shape were altered. In complicated cases, as for example, i f  pronounced haze layers 

are present, the distortion of the lobe may be severe. Because of the tremendous number of variables pres- 

ent, such problems are best handled by  large computer programs such as the one now under development at 

the Vis ib i l i ty  Laboratory. 

Another class of environmental factors of importance are those which impose stress upon the observer. 

This problem has been worked on very l i t t le ,  i f  at a l l ,  and since search must frequently be performed under 

conditions of noise, vibration, fatigue and the l ike, it i s  clear that research in this area i s  needed. 

Summary 

Search is ,  as has been said, heavily dependent upon image evaluation. The quality of the images a- 

vailable i s  l imited by the visual system of the observer, the properties of any intervening systems (photo- 

graphic, electronic, or optical) and by the environmental conditions which prevail. A small start has been 

made in evaluating the importance of such stimulus-background factors as complexity, contrast, size, color, 

and duration. It cannot be said that we have approached a complete understanding of these factors and 

their interactions. A key question in the whole consideration of the search process concerns the manner 

in which the eyes are moved about the area being scanned. We w i l l  hear more about this from Dr. Gould. 

From a practical standpoint, we would l i ke  to Itnow how to select and train people for the search task. We 

have not even considered the possibil i ty of using regimented rather than free search, nor the use of me- 

chanical aids for search purposes. A study by Townsend and Fry (14) showed, for example, that automatic 

scanning devices are feasible, but that they improved performance only for the diff icult case of low con- 

trast. At high contrast levels, free search was more successful. 

I hope that by bringing out some of these underlying factors in the search process we may stimulate 

discussion of s t i l l  others during the course of this symposium. 
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